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Aerial view of the Mount Polley mine tailings pond shows the area where the dam wall gave way early on the morning of August 4, 2014. Image
from archives)

The United Nations Environmental Programme released a report (https://gridarendalwebsite.s3.amazonaws.com/production/documents/:s_document/370/original/RRAminewaste_ yer_press.pdf?
1508313560&utm_source=Earthworks+Press+List&utm_campaign=7ab5b15ab8EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_10_23&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_d36f253784-7ab5b15ab8-) titled “Mine tailings
storage: safety is no accident,” where the organization urges mining companies to put safety rst and avoid erecting
dams using methods that are known to be high risk.
“The United Nations Environment Rapid Response Assessment on mine tailings looks at why existing engineering
and technical know-how to build and maintain safe tailings storage facilities is insu cient to meet the target of zero
catastrophic incidents,” Ligia Noronha, Director of the Economy Division, writes in the report.
Noronha cites disasters such as the Mount Polley (http://www.mining.com/tailings-breach-at-imperial-metalsmount-polley-mine-40156/) breach in Canada in 2014 and the Samarco (http://www.mining.com/severalcasualties-after-tailings-dam-bursts-in-brazil/) dam breach in Brazil in 2015, each of which released more than 25
million cubic metres of tailings into the environment, as examples of preventable accidents. “Despite many good
intentions and investments in improved practices, large storage facilities continue to leak or collapse.”
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The document reveals that some 40 incidents were registered in the last decade. Meanwhile, a database
(https://tracking.cirrusinsight.com/e222bf42-3429-4778-8bed-70cb33988db5/csp2-org- les-tailings-20dam20failures-201915-2017-20-20as-20of-2016aug17-xlsx) put together by mining technical specialist
(http://www.mining.com/web/catastrophic-mine-waste-spills-increasing-in-frequency-severity-and-cost-worldwide/), David Chambers, and Lindsay Newland Bowker, Director of Bowker Associates, Science & Research In The
Public Interest, states these failures have killed some 341 people since 2008, while at the same time damaging
hundreds of kilometers of waterways, affecting drinking water sources, and jeopardizing the livelihoods of many
communities.
Besides highlighting the consequences of the latest and largest tailings breaches, the UNEP report asks mining
companies to make environmental and human safety a priority in management actions and on-the-ground
operations by requiring, among other things, detailed and ongoing evaluations of potential failure modes, residual
risks and perpetual costs of waste storage facilities.
The agency also proposes the establishment of a UN Environment stakeholder forum to facilitate international
strengthening of tailings dam regulation; the creation of an accessible public-interest, global database of mine sites,
tailings storage facilities and research; the funding of research into mine tailings storage failures and management
of active, inactive and abandoned mine sites; the expansion of mining regulations to include independent
monitoring and the enforcement of nancial and criminal sanctions for non-compliance; the enforcement of
mandatory nancial securities for life of the mine; the establishment of a global nancial assurance system for
mine-sites and the funding of a global insurance pool, among other recommendations.
The ndings and proposals in the UN report were endorsed
(https://www.facebook.com/earthworksaction/photos/a.98994888837.89196.98990738837/10155804668233838/?
type=3&theater) by organizations such as the London Mining Network, Earthworks, MiningWatch Canada, and
Amnesty International Canada.
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In a press release, Amnesty’s Business and Human Rights Campaigner, Tara Scurr, dubbed the UNEP assessment "a
welcome acknowledgment of the importance of tailings storage safety in the protection of human rights.” Scurr
added that companies “must not be permitted to short-cut their human rights responsibilities for the sake of cost,
nor governments abdicate their human rights obligations when approving and regulating tailings storage facilities."
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Dylan Elek McFarlane • a month ago

Engineering and technical know-how is sufficient to prevent failures, but not when costs are a factor, and costs will always be a
factor. Dry stack, paste fill, and downstream dam construction are very safe, but very costly TSF strategies. Longer return periods
for maximum precipitation/seismic events should be included in policy recommendations. Zero catastrophic incidents would be a
better goal than zero-failure. Financial securities must be evaluated in more detailed; ex: letters of credit (industry norm) are
insufficient protection.
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Tailings processing technology
Engineering consulting can allow customers to have an overall concept of dressing plant, including mining value, useful
mineral elements, available mineral technology, mineral plant scale, equipment required, project duration, making customer
know fairly well.
http://www.shiklo.in/soluti...
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Please provide links to back up your statement, "Dry stack, paste fill, and downstream dam construction are very safe".
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